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A TOPOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION FOR THE BIAS INVARIANT

MICHEAL DYER

Abstract. The bias invariant has been used to distinguish between the homotopy

types of 2-complexes. In this note we show that two finite, connected 2-complexes X

and Y with isomorphic fundamental groups and the same Euler characteristic have

the same bias invariant if and only if there is a map f: X -> Y which is a homology

equivalence (w,/ and H2f are isomorphisms).

Let G be a group and let d be an integer > 2. A [G, ¿]-complex X is a

connected CW-complex of dimension < d whose fundamental group is isomorphic

to G and whose universal covering X is (d — l)-connected. For any two [G, ¿^-com-

plexes X, X' there is a comparison invariant called bias. This invariant has been

used in [DS, SD, D, WB, D2, Sc, M, and S] to detect when two such complexes are

not homotopy equivalent.

Given any integer d > 2, any two [G, J]-complexes X, X', and any ae

Hom(7r,X, tt2X'), there exists a continuous function /: X -» X' such that /1# = a.

If X, X' are finite [G, </]-complexes having the same Euler characteristic, does there

always exist a map /: X -» X' such that mxf and Hmf are isomorphisms? We call

such a map a homology equivalence and such spaces homology equivalent. The

purpose of this note is to show that the bias detects exactly whether or not two

[G, d]-complexes are homology equivalent. This has also been independently ob-

served by Wolfgang Metzler.

To fix notation we observe that, if X is a finite [G,d]-complex, then the

augmented cellular chain complex QX -» Z forms a partial, finitely generated, free

resolution of length d, called a [ttxX, d]-resolution. For two such complexes X, X' a

comparison chain map is any chain map k: CmX -» C+X' which is the identity on

H0C* = Z. Any two such chain maps are chain homotopic.

If M, F are free abelian groups and i: M >-> F is the inclusion, then the Fox ideal

&(i) is ideal in Z generated by all coordinates of the elements i(x) for all x e M. If

one diagonalizes the matrix for i, call it diag(/); then it is easy to see that [D, 3.8]

(Z   if diag(z') has at least one 1 or F/M has no torsion,

(g.c.d.{torsion coefficients of F/M})

if F/M has torsion and diag(z') has no l's.

We write &(i) = (m), and call m the modulus of i: M -* F.
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For each [G, J]-complex X, we define a free abelian group ßirdX c Z ®c CdX to

be the image of 1 ® j: Z ®c w^X -* Z ®c C¿X induced by the natural inclusion /:

w^X -> CdX.

Fix a [G, i/]-complex X and let (w) = ?F(i) be the Fox ideal of the inclusion i:

/ît^X c Z ®c CrfX. Notice that the functor pm = Zm ® - has pm(i) = 0. Such a

functor is called a "killing functor" in [D, §7].

For each a g Aut(7r,X), define b(a) g Z*/±l as follows. Consider the cellular

chain complex C*X -» Z of the universal cover X of X as a [G, û?]-resolution by

identifying 7r,X = G. For each a, and each G-module M, let aM denote the

G-module with action g * x = a(g) ■ x for g g G and jc e M. Let i": wdX -» C^X

be the inclusion. Let k(X, 1; X,a) be any map /c(X, 1; X, a): 77¿X -^airdX arising

from the comparison of C*X -» Z to „C*X -» Z. Because the diagram

"jX       I*      CdX

k(X,\;X,a)     I ikd

avdX    ~    acdx

commutes, we may define ß(k(X, 1; X,a)): ßirdX -* ßairdX (functorially). Using

the right exact functor Z®c-, then the bias b(X, 1; X, a) is the class of

det[ßk(X, 1; X, a): ßirdX -* ßairdX] modulo m.

Similarly, if we consider ßC*X' -» Z, ß g Iso(G, WjX'), then we may define

k(X,a;X',ß):atrdX^ßndX'       (a G AutG)

as the comparison /c-invariant between aC*X -» Z and rC^X' -* Z. Then

¿>(X, a; X', /?) g Z*/± 1 is given by the class of det[ßk(X, a; X', ß)] (modulo m).

The definitions above are well defined because !Fm = Zm ® (Z ®c •) is a killing

functor for »": irdX >* CdX [D, §7]. Clearly, also the Fox ideal of ßmdX ~ &CdX is

the same as ß<pdX >-» &aCdX (a g AutG). Arguments from §7 (or §4) of [D] show

that b(X,a; X',ß) is independent of the choice of k(X,a; X',ß). Furthermore, it

follows from 3.8 of [D] that for any [G,d]-complex X', the Fox ideal of i:

ßiTdX' >-* J^QX' is (m), where m is either 1 or the g.c.d. of the torsion coefficients

of Hd(G).

Lemma 1. Let a g AutG and y g Iso(G, irxX'). Then

(a) b(X,a; X',y) = ¿>(X,1; X'.ycT1) and

(b) b(X, 1; X',ya) = /3(X,1; X',y) • /3(X, 1; X,a).

Proof, (a) If we compare C*X -» Z and ya-¡C+X' -» Z, we obtain

/<(X,1; X'.yaT1). Then, applying a to both sequences yields a/c(X,l; X',ya_1) =

it(X,a;X',y). Hence

ßk(X,a; X',y) = (/3a/c(X,l; X',ya~x)) - ¿B*(X,1; X'.ya"1),

because   ßairdX = ßirdX,   as   trivial   G-modules.   Hence,    è(X, a; X', y) «■

fr(X,l;X',ya-1).
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(b) By comparing C*X -> Z to QC*X -» Z and then aC*X -» Z to vaC*X' -» Z we

obtain

fc(X,l; X',ya) = k(X,a; X',ya)k(X,\; X,a)

and hence

b(X,l; X',ya) = b(X,\; X',y)b(X,l; X,a)

by (a).   D

If we let D(G,d) denote the image of b: AutG->Z*/ + l given by the

homomorphism a -* b(X,\; X, a), we see that the comparison bias

b(X, X') = b(X,l; X',y) ■ D(G,d) g Z*m/ + D(G,d)

is independent of the choice of the "polarization" y g Iso(G, WiX'). This follows

from Lemma 1(b).

Theorem 2. For each pair of finite [G,d]-complexes X, X' with the same Euler

characteristic, Xis homology equivalent to X' iffb(X, X') = 1 in Z*/ + D(G, d).

Proof. First, we identify ßTTdX as the group 2¿X of spherical elements in HdX;

i.e. ßtrdX is the image of the Hurewicz map hd: trdX -» HdX. Notice that any /:

X -* X' which induces an isomorphism a on trx automatically induces an isomor-

phism HSX -* HSX' for s < d. This follows because in these dimensions HSX s

HSG. Further, / induces a commutative diagram

ßwdX      >-*        HdX      ■*     HdG

(■>\ 1 < \¿      ifé* - I Hj(vJ)
\J> c2x

ßirdX'      >-» HdX'     -+     HdG.

Note that HdX = HdX' as finitely generated free abelian groups, because X, X'

have the same Euler characteristic. The only question is, can we adjust / so that irxf

is still an isomorphism and fd* is an isomorphism.

If 2¿X = 0, then ßirdX' = 0 also, and fd» is an isomorphism for any / with mxf

an isomorphism, by the above reasoning.

Now, let us suppose that 2dX =£ 0 and that b(X, X') = 1 inside Z*/±D(G, d).

This means there are homomorphisms a g AutG, ß g Iso(G, irxX') so that

¿>(X,1; X',/3) ■b(X,l;X,a) = b(X, 1; X',ßa) = flmodm.

Let ßjrdX' be denoted by N. We claim that there exists a map y: CdX -» ßN so that

ßk(X, 1; X', ßa) + iy is an isomorphism from ß"ndX -» ^A^:

ßwdX        ^       ^CdX

ßki     ^^y       I

ßN ^   » CdX'.
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To see this, we choose bases for the free abelian groups in (4) so that i, i' are

diagonal:

ßndX     « ^HdX      -     HdG

(4) ßkl *"'t      lfä> lHd(ßa)~

ßN ~ HdX'     -+     HdmxX' ~ HdG.

We may then canonically identify HdG = HdirxX' and view Hd(ßa) as a member

of Aut //¿G, a finitely generated abelian group. By Lemma 5.1 of [D], delßk =

±detfd.= +1 mod (m). Hence, det Hd(ßa) = ±1 mod (m). Now,

if m = g.c.d. torsion coefficients of HdG, we may use the argument of Theorem

6.9 of [D] (using the full strength of Appendix B) to find y: HdX -> ßN so that

det(fd. + i'y) = ±1. Because HdX is a direct summand of CdX, let a projection p:

CjX -* HdX be given. Then define y = yp.

If m = 1 it is because either rank HdX > the minimal number of generators of

HdG or Hd(G) is free abelian. In either case, one may choose y so that det(fd, + i'y)

is any preassigned number; so choose y so that the determinant is one. Then choose

y as above. This finishes the proof of the claim.

Let J*" denote the functor Z ®c -. We observe that q&: Homzc(QX, N) -*

Homz(CdX,ßN) is surjective, where q: &N -* ßN is essentially^{z": N -* CdX'}.

So choose y: CdX - N so that q&y = y. Now let k'(X,l; X', ßa) =

k(X, 1; X',ßa) + yj, where j: it2X -* CdX is the inclusion. But this k'\ -ndX -»

ßjrdX' is realizable as a mdf, /': X -» X', with w,/' = /3a. (See [DS, p. 41], for a

proof of the realizability of any chain map C*X -» C*X'.) Thus /3(X, X') = 1 in

Z*/± D(G, d) implies that X and X' are homology equivalent.

The converse is easy. If /: X -» X' is a map which is a homology equivalence,

then / induces

ßirdX -     HdX      -*     //dG

I  = ßk(X,l;X',a) I   = J,  S

/5AX' -     ffrfX'     -     ffdG

where   a = 7txf.   Hence  det/3/<(X, 1; X',a) = +1;   so  è(X,l; X'; a) = 1   inside

Zy±D(G,d)[B,5.l].   a

Corollary 5. If X, X' are finite [G, 2]-complexes with the same Euler characteris-

tic and m = 1, then X is homology equivalent to X'.   D

This always is satisfied if x(X) > Xmir/^' d) (= the minimal Euler characteristic

for all finite [G, d]-complexes).

The amazing fact is that, in many cases, homology equivalence implies homotopy

equivalence [D2, DS, WB]. However, this is not the case with Dunwoody's example

[Du] where G is the trefoil group and x(^) = XminC^'^) + 1, with X a [G, 2]-com-

plex. In this case m = 1 and H2G = 0. If Y is the realization of the presentation

{a, b: a3 = b2} of G, then X and X' = Y V S2 are homology equivalent, but not

homotopy equivalent.
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